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Echolocation: Design Research Plan 

Game Concept: 

The main experience we want to create with our game is that of being a bat using echolocation to 

navigate its environment. The features that are currently implemented include the usage of sound 

waves to detect the player’s surroundings. A 3D environment was created in which the player 

will shoot various small spheres that will collide with the structures around the player and then 

light them up to simulate the process of echolocation. We plan on having a VR version, and 

because of this, the controls will be very simple, requiring the use of only one button to execute 

an action. Another feature to be implemented is on-rails movement. This means that the path the 

player takes has already been determined, but they must uncover this path by using the 

echolocation ability to complete various tasks. As for features that are yet to be implemented, we 

will consider using actual voice input to complete actions, which would add to the immersion of 

the experience. If needed, we might also create more interactions that don’t require the button 

input, which leaves it available for the echolocation feature. These interactions would be based 

on how long a player is looking at their environment, and could range from choosing a path to 

follow, and confirming choices. 
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Research Instruments: 

Given the ease of entry and implementation, it seems likely we would like to try using either 

Unity or Unreal and Google Cardboard to construct a relatively simple VR prototype. The main 

topic we want to research is whether or not players will feel immersed in the non-traditional 

experience we are creating.  

For quantitative data collection, we believe utilizing GSR data analysis would allow us to 

gauge player engagement at any given time during gameplay. GSR in particular would highlight 

player emotional responses (either positive or negative) to the stimuli they are provided with, and 

would serve to demonstrate whether what we have implemented in the game is producing the 

desired player experience. We hypothesize that a high GSR response is likely indicative of 

increased immersion, and as such is a good metric for our research. Any collected data could 

then be utilized to inform potential revisions to our game, in conjunction with qualitative player 

feedback.  
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Ideally, GSR data would be paired with either eye-tracking or facial expression 

recognition, though the latter will likely not be possible with VR and the former would only be 

possible with the Varjo headset and a properly set-up Unity build. As such, we will likely not be 

utilizing either, though eye tracking could possibly remain a consideration, depending on which 

implementation we ultimately choose. 

 

Progress Reflection: 

In the beginning, this project was meant to be more of a text-based logic game using the concept 

of limited visibility. We were struggling to come up with a meaningful explanation to why our 

character was unable to see, and that’s where the idea to use a bat came up. After we settled on 

the idea of using a bat, the rest of the mechanics and game setting naturally came to us, as we 

based them on how real bats interact with their surroundings. The main experience of basing the 

game around sound-based interactions was kept, but other than that, the whole concept was 

changed significantly. The genre also changed quite a bit, going from puzzle, to text-based, and 

finally to a VR experience. At first our game was planned to have pixel art and was going to be a 

top-down 2D experience, which also changed and became a 3D environment meant for more 

exploration. 

In order to simulate the soundwave locating system, we considered sending out real waves in 

game, but we had some technical problems on that. So, we decided to change the mechanic from 

sending out waves to shooting out a large bunch of small balls. When collision of those balls and 

the scene detected, we set lights on the point hit to light up that area to make it visible, 

simulating bats using echo to locate their surroundings.  


